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JMU announces break
of EC AC basketball ties

.

By DAVID TEEL
James Madison University and
three other Virginia Division I institutions announced Thursday they
are withdrawing from the Eastern
Collegiate
Athletic
Conference
basketball competition.
The University of Richmond, Old
Dominion University and the College
of William and Mary joined JMU in
the decision that will take effect for
the 1981-82 season.
The maioc. reason, for the decision
was arflECAC directive''calling' foY
round-robin play between all members of the ECAC's Southern Division
beginning in 1981-82. This ruling would
have forced each of the 11 members to
play each other at least once per
season.
Athletic directors from the four
institutions indicated they are not
prepared to play this type of schedule
because the 10 game requirement
would jeopardize already scheduled
contests with traditional rivals.

--T.W

GREEK ROW houses, completed in
1»78, provide its residents with what

sycajrtM a. Fin.
many call a more lenient lifestyle. See
related story on page 3.

THE ATHLETIC directors involved
are Dr. James Jarrett of ODU, Ben

Carnevale of William and Mary,
Chuck Boone of Richmond and Dean
Ehlers of JMU.
In conjunction with the announcement, the four confirmed they
are discussing other courses of action
including a new conference. To be
officially recognized by the National
(Continued on Page 8)
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—For an extra fzs a semester,
students on Greek Row enjoy air
conditioning and fewer social
restrictions than their residence
hall counterparts. See story, page
3*

-See page 10"Fall Fashion II,"as
Folio explores the world of the
"fashion unconscious" student.
—Tom Bowles is officially declared
out for the remainder of the IMC
football season. See Sports, page
12.

('Lost in the shuffle/ frustrated student withdraws
Communication Arts and Business majors face particular academic scheduling difficulties
By VICKY LE BLANC
When Gina Graff got her pre-registration packet
in September, all her courses and alternates had
been red-lined.
At registration, she signed up for an anthropology
class, a two-credit military history class, and onecredit for her membership in the marching band's
colorguard for a total of six hours.
Unable to get a single course that would apply
toward her communication arts major or a second
course to meet general studies requirements, Graff
walked out of Godwin Hall.
j
Two days later she withdrew frotn James
Madison University.
Before her withdrawal, Graff talked to several
members of the administration, who urged her to
wait until add-drop. but none of them could
guaantee her an acceptable schedule-tf she waited.
Graff said she felt frustrated at being told to
"wait and just be patient."
"It's like going into a store and putting down your
$2,000 and asking for something you really want,"
she explained, "only to have the sales clerk take
your.money and give you something you neither
need nor want because what you want is out of
stock."

'I'm convinced she did not
allow the process to work'
Rather than taking mainly electives this
semester, Graff decided to transfer to a two-year
communication arts college that promised her 15
hours of major-related courses.
Other JMU students have also been affected with
registration problems. Sophmores usually have the
most problems, and courses in in business and
communication arts are particulary difficult to
schedule.
Another student, who asked not to be identified,
started out this fall with one semester hour of his
original pre-registration schedule. After spending
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two and a half hours in registration, he was able to
pull cards for six hours of general studies and nine
hours of electives.
He said he received little help at registration in
trying to get courses he needed.
Through add-drop, he was able to drop two of his
elective and pick up two required courses. The
student said, however, that he would have kept
whatever classes he had just to stay in school.
These two students are facing problems that stem
from increased enroltement and lack of knowledge
about how to deal with their difficulties. Although
President Ronald Carrier admitted JMU is
"probably" over-enrolled and that "we have a few
more (students) than we probably hould have, "all
of the administrators Graff talked to said she
probably could have gotten the courses she wanted
during add-drop.
Dr. John Mundy, director of administrative affairs, said, "I'm convinced she did not allow the
process to work."
Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts
department, said, "Students who do not know how
to exist in the system don't belong here at college."
All of the administrators Graff saw would have
been willing to assist her in getting class cards as
they became available. Some also cited academic
advisors and Ombudsman Lacy Daniel as being
able to help students with registration problems.
Daniel described his job as being a mediator,

while a student's academic advisor plays the role of
advocator. He said he knows of two ot three other
students who withdrew from JMU this year because
of registration problems.
Few administrators said over-enrollment was the
cause of registration problems. Their reasons for
difficulties ranged from students not filling our
alternated schedules and pulling more class cards
than they needed, to blaming the heat and JMU's
"growing pains."
A committee has been formed to evaluate this
fall's registration and submit a report to Carrier
including criticisms and possible solutions.
The committe has discussed setting up a
registration crisis center where academic deans
could assist students in completing their schedules.
Another alternative which has been discussed and
is waiting stated approval is the concept of computer scheduling. If the program begins as planned
in the spring of 1982. information concerning

Carrier admitted JMU it
*probably' overenrolled
courses, sections and numbers will be centrally
located Computers will allow faster, more accurate service, and students will be able to make
individual scheduling appointments.
Limiting the number of majors in crowded
departments is also being considered by the
committee.
Graff, now at San Antonio College, is taking the
hours she was promised and feels she made the
right decision. Although her program is only a twoyear one, she feels confident that her associate
degree will better prepare her for the communications job market than JMU, since is paying
for courses she wants to take.
Graff said she expected a better response from
the JMU administrators. It is because she felt "lost
in the shuffle" that she says she'll never return to
JMU.

j
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SG A allocates $800 for homecoming events
which only had records
playing, Grella said. "We
believe we can at least break
even."
He
added
that
the
University Program Board
will help promote and produce
this year's homecoming activities. The UPB had agreed
to include the homecoming
dance on its calendar of activities and also to provide
half the $1,800 fee for the band,
which will be Fat Ammons.
Rumors that the SAA had
threatened to cancel this
year's homecoming activities
unless it received the $1,000,
have circulated, but Grella
did not address those rumors.
Instead, he confronted the
senate with the prospect'of
having no homecoming.
"I think you can imagine
what homecoming would be
like without some of the activities," he said, apparently
referring specifically to the
dance.

By CHRIS WARD
The
James
Madison
University Student Alumni
Association will receive $800
to produce this year's
Homecoming activities with
the unanimous approval of the
Student Government
' Association Senate.
After it initially turned
down the alumni association's
request for $1,000, the SGA
finance committee approved
an $800 amount from the SGA
contingency account, which
also was passed by the senate
Tuesday.
"We've never tried to get
money from, the SGA before,"
said Tom Grella, alumni
association
second
vice
president.
Speaking before the senate,
Grella noted that this year's
homecoming activities
"would be different."
"We're planning a variety
of activities this year," Grella
said, adding that one of those
activities is a homecoming
dance with a live band.

"WE BELIEVE this year
the students will know more
about the dance and we will
have more publicity with the
help of the UPB. We Just
didn't have enough money to

THE
CHANGE
was
initiated because the group
lost revenue in the three
previous homecoming dances,

produce
this
year's
homecoming activities
without help, he continued.
Besides producing
homecoming activities, the
SAA sells football and
basketball program books,
distributes senior seminar
booklets and brochures and
conducts the senior seminar
programs for each May's
graduates.
The SAA projected it would
make about $850 from the
program sales and nearly $300
from homecoming dance
ticket sales, which it must
divide with the UPB.
However, finance committee chairman Jenny Bond
said her committee believes
ticket
sales
for
the
homecoming dance will be
much higher.
As a result, the committee
approved only $800 of the
initial $1,000 requested by the
SAA.
SEVERAL
SENATORS
spoke in favor of the SAA's
request, noting that the group
primarily is" a service
organization rather than a
revenue generating one like
the UPB, although the UPB is

also concerned with serving
the students.
"I think we have to take into
consideration that the Student
Alumni Association is one of
the few student organizations
that really does involve and
support the students," said
Chairman Pro-Tempore and
senator Al Wilner.
Overall, Grella believes this
year's homecoming will'be
more successful than in year's
past,
which
was
his
justification for requesting
senate funding.
Other Senate business included:
A motion to petition the

Commission of Student Services to eliminate the present
intramural office and replace
it with a commission or board
that combines both students
and faculty.
A motion to make permanent the senate seats from
Belle Meade and Howard
Johnsons;
A motion to enter a float in
the upcoming Homecoming
parade on Saturday, Nov. I,
1980;
A motion to reduce the
annual scholarship awarded
the SGA president from the
present $1,600 to 1,200, starting
Jan.
1,
1980.

'Shoplifting is a sad social commentary.'

Fines and probation included as penalties
By RENEE BARCOSKY
"Shoplifting is a sad social
commentary that is a problem
in public industry as well as
the bookstore," said William
Hancher, manager of the
James Madison Univeristy
bookstore.

twice."
If an individual is caught
shoplifting the decision of
whether to prosecute rests
with the bookstore manager.
The student can be charged
judicially and-or criminally.

'If people would realize what the
gamble is, they would think twice*
Although
a
minority depending on the items stolen
number of persons are in- and if it is a first offense. If the
volved, the majority pay for
it, Hancher said, adding that student is cnarged lor
nationally, the cost of items breaking univeristy policy, it
increases three to four per- is classified as either a major
cent to recover money lost or flexible violation.
from shoplifting.
A major violation is the
Individuals shoplift for a
variety of reasons such as theft of items valued greater
peer presure, monetary gain than or equal to $25.
If found guilty, the student
and illness, he said, adding "If
people would realize what the is suspended from JMU for
gamble is, they would think. one semester, according to the

«»te2
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434-4023

Seafood
Restaurant

85 E. Market St.
Harrlsonburg, Va. fy.
LET
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$ CAPTAIN GRAHAM'S %s
CATERING
Bring your party to you
NOTHING TO BIG OR TO SMALL
Homecoming, Parents Day, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, Christmas, Initiations,
any special event or party
•SPECIALIZING IN FRESH SEAFOODS''

student handbook.
A theft of items valued less
than $25 is a flexible violation,
which either can be a major or
minor violation, depending on
the circumstances of the case.
Penalties for a minor

violation
include
fines,
disciplinary probation and
restitution. If the items stolen
are valued at less than $200, it
is
petty
larceny,
a
misdemeanor. Under Virginia
law, if convicted, the

maximum sentence is confinement for one year and-or a
$1,000 fine.
"Harshness is necessary in
some cases, but you have to
take each case on an individual basis," Hancher said.

You'll get a lot
more out of your
college education
when you get into
Army ROTC
The Art of Milifary Leadership
MISC220 2crdt.hrs. (secondblock)
section one 10:00-11:15 MauryG2
Examine the psychological, physiological
and sociological factors which affect
leadership of small and large groups.
All textbooks arid equipment will be provided.
Find out about Army ROTC.
There is no military obligation involved.

® Army ROTC -Learn
What It Takes To Lead.

!
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For an extra $20

Students on Greek Row enjoy freedom
fc
By KATHY KOROLKOFF
For an extra $20 a semester,
students on Greek Row enjoy
air conditioning and fewer
social restrictions than their
residence hall counterparts.
The housing rules for Greek
Row were developed in 1977 by
a joint committee of the Interfraternity and Panhallenic
Councils, and the Office of the
Dean of Students at James
Madison University.

Sigma sister and Panhellenic
Council Chairman. "There's
no one telling you when to lock
your doors and we can set our
own quiet hours and basic
rules."
Headley admitted that
although she enjoyed her
freshman year living in
Chappelear Hall, the rules are
less strict on Greek Row. "I
think we're given more
freedom, plus we're all

'We set our own rules and can
do a lot more to the houses'
According to Donna War*
ner, assistant dean of
students, rooms in the 13
fraternity or sorority houses
are the same size as rooms in
Eagle Hall and house two
students each. But because of.
one significant difference- the
air conditioning- residents
must pay $20 more a
semester.
"I lived in the house for
three years and I love it/' said
Lisa Headley. senior Tri-

Greeks together. We have
something in common," she
noted.
The Greek houses were
completed in 1978 and have
room for 28 students, Warner
explained that 23 of the 28
residents must be pledges or
members of the chapter for
the group to remain in the
house.
GREEK MEMBERS sign
up for empty spaces in the

are distributed by chapter
members to "independants"
(students who do not belong to
a fraternity or sorority:)
Laura Coughanour, an
independent living in the
Sigma Kappa house, said, "I
like it a lot, the rules are 100
percent better. Last year, I
lived in Eagle and they had so
many restrictions, but here
they're a lot more lenient.
They're more human about
if
"The air-conditioning alone
has a great influence on
studying sleeping, and being
comfortable. It was hard to
concentrate when you were so
hot last year," she added.
Another student enjoying
life on Greek Row is senior
Alpha Chi Rho brother John
Morabito, who also is
chairman of the InterFraternity Council.
"It's all up to us," said the
former Weaver and Hanson
Halls resident. "We set our
own rules and can do a lot
more to the houses, like install
paneling and bars."

Greek members also are
permitted to vote on quiet
hours, visitation hours, and

FOR ALL YOU DO AT JMU

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU!

"house managers"—
members of the chapter who
serve as resident advisors.

Weekend
activities
theme set
"Gold Rush Days" will be
the theme for this year's
homecoming activities at
James Madison University.
The weekend begins on Nov.
7 with JMU's first semiformal homecoming dance,
sponsored by the Student
Alumni Association and the
University Program Boaad.
The dance will feature ^pe
music of the Fat Amman's
Band and the crowning of Ms.
Madison.
Ms
Madison
has
traditionally been crowned in
a half-time ceremony during
the homecoming football
game. This year, she will be
able to ride in
the
homecoming parade before
the game as the reigning

queen

JOHND. EILANDCO., INQ.
RT. 11 NORTH. * O BOX 880 • VERONA. VIRGINIA 24482

PHONES (703) 885-8131. 886 8132, 835 8133

Beginning at 11 a.m. Nov. 8,
the annual parade originates
on campus and will continue
into downtown Harrisonburg
before returning to JMU.
The SGA predicted that this
year's parade "will be bigger
than ever" since there will be
more emphasis placed on
student and dorm participation in the car and float
decorations. Judging of the
floats and cars will be announced during half-time with
first, second and third prizes
awarded to the winners.
The football game will
highlight homecoming activities, featuring the Dukes
as they tackle East Tennessee
State University.
Following the game, the
UPB presents Pure Prairie
League in concert at 8 p.m. in
Godwin Hall.

v
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Box office hit

Student appears in
"Apocalypse Now

>*• M'.

By MARGO COBLE
While you're watching
"Apocalypse
Now"
this
weekend at the GraftonStovall Theatre, pay extra
attention to the USO show
scene.
You may see a familiar
face.
Blair Holmes, a James
Madison University student,
was an extra in the scene
which was shot in the
Phillipines four years ago. He
plays an American GI who is
near the front of a large crowd
at the show which features
Playboy bunnies and the
band. Flash Cadillac.
Holmes was a sophomore at
a Phillipines high school when
3e* found out extras were
needed for the film about
Vietnam. "They came to our
school because they wanted
young Americans," Holmes
said. "AH you had to do was
sign up, they screened you,
but I didn't know anyone who
was turned down."

»

(Copolla) told us to do
anything obscene we could
think of when the girls were
on," Holmes said.
The area where Holmes'
scene was shot was a lake with
a
floating
stage
and
bleachers.
The lake was
made to look larger than it
actually is, according to
Holmes.
"We never could find the
cameras as they filmed us,"
Holmes said. "I guess they
didn't want us to know where
they were so we wouldn't look
at them."
Holmes, a communication
arts major, said he would do
another movie if he had the
opportunity. "I would do it,
but I wouldn't chase It, he
said.

Photo »y Mikf ■Itvlnt

DuruirnOLMES describes the scene in which he appeared' fn •ApocalypSp Now-

U)

jwrLyiui.

HOLMES
RECEIVED
about $30 for one weekend of
work. "A few kids went for a
few weeks, but they all
flunked out of school," he
added.
"They picked us up on
Friday in a big bus and we had
to go way up in the mountains,
Holmes continued, "When we
got there, a man would tap us
on the shoulder if we had to
have our hair cut.

'All you had to
do was sign up

"Then they gave us our
uniforms. They were really
strict about that; if we didn't
turn them in, We didn't get
paid," he explained.
The first few times the
scene was shot were exciting,
according to Holmes. "Each
time they told us, 'this is the
real thing,' " he said, "then
we found out that they weren't
even planning on shooting the
scene until dawn. It made me
mad."
The extras had no idea what
the movie was about, according to Holmes, "We had
heard that it was an antiVietnam film, and that they
wanted to show how young the
GI's were but that's all," he
said.
THE JMU sophomore has
seen "Apocalypse Now" three
times, but he said the first
time was the most exciting.
"They told us that scene
might be cut out," Holmes
said. "But I saw a Playboy
layout of movie and saw
myself, so I figured It would
be in."
Francis
Ford
Co^lla
directed the film which stars
Martin Sheen and Marlon
Brando. "The only thing I
really remember is that he

Uhe Gleoefancf Quar/e/
Internationally acclaimed as one of the world's outstanding string quartet,
the group will perform a glorious evening of chamber music including works
by Haydn, Bloch, and Beethoven.

JlConcfay, Oc/oSer 20
Wilson jhfaff ufiucfiiorium
Sponsored by the Fine Arts Series
General admission tickets are $3; available in advance from Charles Mathias,
downtown, Musicland Records, Valley Mall and the University Program
Board box office, Warren University Union. Tickets for JMU students,
faculty, staff
available in advance from the UPB box office on campus.

'
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WE RE MORE THAN A
*? NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. .

^fe»
MUMMT
Specializing in fine food and excellent service.^
For a good time, THE PUB
is the soot for you!

Chandler Hall formal
dinners cancelled
By GWEN BROWN
The dinners were to have
been by candlelight, and 275
students were to be served by
real waitresses. Chandler
Hall's banquet room was to be
the perfect setting for the
"Steak
House,"
giving
students the eloquence of
formal dinners twice each
semester.

system could have prevented
contract-holding
students
from attending the formal
dinners more than twice asemester. Since only 275
students would have been
served at each meal, several
dinners would have had to be
scheduled, enabling students
to equally experience "dining
out," Moody said.

'The dinners were to have
t

been by candlelight.*

located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in ifejgjgg? wrkmidecUMr
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

/J
■

x

L'.rjt

——————————
But an alleged proposal last
year by 'Food Services' officials to sponsor periodic
formal dinners in Chandler
Hall's Shenandoah Room was
determined unfeasible, according to Hank Moody,
contract dining manager.

He added that the plans fell
through because of the large
and conflicting number of
organizations that use the
Chandler facility. "Future
plans of attempting.this again
have not been made," Moody'
said.

In fact, Food Services'
Chris Bierny, a dining hall
manager Robert Griffin employer, explained . that/
denied that the plans ever rumors of the formal dinners
existed.
probably were spread by
students working at d-hall,
because the plans were
IF CARRIED through, the discussed in an employee
new Food Services' computer meeting of students.

A&P
Miller Lite 6/12 $1.89
Bottom round steak,
[
boneless $1.99
Shorgood Chicken
Franks 1 lb. . 79
Assorted Anne Page can
vegetables 3/$1.00
1/2 % Lowfat Milk
gal. $1.59
Charmin Bathroom
Tissue 4rolls.99
Iceberg lettuce head
Morton Pot Pies
3 I $1.00
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi or
Mountain Dew 8 / 16oz.
$1.29 plus deposit
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Stowl TafeedA look at what's happening around the nation, around the world
Marijuana crop

Denim Diapers
What do you give to the baby who has
everything?
Well, how about designer
diapers?
Believe it or not, The New York Times is
reporting that Calvin Klein has come out with a
line of denim diaper covers featuring the
designer label on a hip pocket.
•
According to a spokesperson for Saks Fifth
Avenue, the designer diapers are selling like
crazy, even though the price tag is $15 apiece.
One group not particularly crazy about the
idea is the Childrenswear Manufacturers
Association. Says the group's treasurer Tony
Schwartz: "If you want my opinion, I think the
idea is absolutely ridiculous. The designer
deserves to be hit by a speeding car."

A secret U.S. government intelligence report
allegedly is warning that the largest
marijuana crop in history is maturing in
Central and South America, and that it will
soon be on its way to American consumers.
The Atlanta Constitution, in a copyrighted
story, quotes the report as estimating that
more than 55,000 acres of marijuana will soon
be cultivated in Columbia alone.
The report allegedly adds that a large
Jamaican crop is ready for harvest, and that
significant amounts of illicit weed are being
grown for the first time in Brazil, Belize, and
several Central American nations.
The harvesting of all this weed is said to be
accelerating right now, and will reach a peak
in mid-October. That crop, according to
federal officials interviewed by The Constitution, is worth about $21 billion.

Pooch behavior
Here's the latest in curbing your pouting
pooch'sajtehavior problems.
Barbra Woodhouse, a British dog trainer,
author and broadcaster, claims she can give
instructions to dogs by telephone -anywhere in
the world -and finds those orders are strictly
obeyed.
Says Woodhouse, "I have talked to dogs
thousands of miles away, in Melbourne and
Sydney, Australia, and Cape Town, South
Africa. Always they obey me, and come out
perfectly civilized."
In one case, the wife of the Aga Khan
reportedly telephoned Woodhouse from St.
Moritz, Switzerland, pleading for help with an
unmanageable pup. The pooch delivered a
series of yaps and snarls over the phone.
Woodhouse ordered the pooch to behave -in
English -and, according to the trainer, from
then on the. dog gave no trouble.
From

ciDon't Wait for Spring Break...Do It Now
■» J

^Syre TOD
arming Center

Special to JMU students...
1
visit
$3
$20
10 visits
$30
20 visits
434-1812
1106 Reservoir St.
Master Charge & VISA accepted !

■g^gENJOY LUNCHEONjp^;
&M6R DINNER DURINGIT

.... V-'/T-- ...

Great Food and Gemuetlichkelt!
■*•* --• ~zrx

60 W. WATER ST. HARRISONBURG
PHONE 434-7647

110-S. JLTFERSON ST. LEXINGTON
PHONn 4633338
Harrisonburg Hours
Mon.-SiLi A.M. to \ A.M. Sun. 10 Ml to 1 A'
Lexington Hours
Mon-Sat 9 AM to 1 AM
\
Sun 10 Am to 1 AM

ttw

Zodiac

Howl

Socvlco

C^^^i^/^t^uni- u^a^C&kUc.
ter..T ~~x * **mi r ^£S

<Xt.

■&*#$ *

• .-v.;..-,?' \ ■ s fawmi?J>
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Tke Body Shop
Th. rurpl. luilding On The Court Squara
7 North Main SI.. Horriionburg
Opan Thu nday ond Fr idoy Nighli 'III • p.m.
Opan Dally 10 A.M. to 5:30 PM
Maatar Chorg. and Viio

*

Corduroy Bibs
$22.OO
SIZES 25-36

Burgundy, Navy,
Brown & Light Blue
'

ALSO IN STOCK

Denim Painters Pants
&

Legwarmers
byDanskin's

r

passer: f

Introductory Offer to
M ■ -. ->■ *

*.V-

.

—- mjM'trmae'm

10% off entire stock for the month
of Oct.

Campus food fad

Yogurt popularity surges
N**1

By JENNIFER YOUNG
Students may buy certain
foods at any cost At least
that's what employees at
James Madison University's
Dukes Grill may have found.
The grill began selling an
inexpensive brand of yogurt,
Dutch, for 48 cents and later
switched to Dannon, Breyers
and Sealtest at a 10 cents
increase, according to Dukes
Grill Manager Jim Johndrow.
"The price increase did not
decrease the sales of yogurt at
all," he said.
Perhaps this is why an
average 1,800 eight-ounce
cups of yogurt are sold to
students each week at Duke's
Grill.
"Students like the taste and
texture and believe it is a diet
food. So they will continue to
buy it whether we raise the
cost or not," he added.
Valley
foods,
which
distributes Dannon products
in the Shanandoab Valley,
sells more than 25,000 cups of
yogurt per week.
MOST. PERSONS. *njgy,
eating yogurt Oaefiuse it gives
them a form of milk without
actually drinking it, said Dr.
Marjorie Christiansen, a

faculty member in the home
economics department.
"Also, those people who have
intestinal upset often eat
yogurt because the live
cultures help ease the
stomach."
Christiansen added that
yogurt is a "good food," but
that students should be aware
of the fads and fallacies
concerning it. She stressed
that yogurt is only another
form of milk and not a
magical diet or health food.

Yogurt is a form of milk
which varies in its fat contribution to the diet. Usually it
is simply cultured whole milk,
but also may be made from
skim or low fat milk.
Milk is used as a base, and
on» or more tyoes of bacteria
are added. The action of ^Tnis
bacteria produces a consistency very much like baked
custard, according to Dr.

Marjorie Christiansen, home
economics department
faculty
member.
YOGURT
HAS
the
nutritional value of whole
milk unless the method of
preparation alters it. One cup
of plain yogurt contains 140
calories, eight grams of
protein, eight grams of fat and
11 grams of carbohydrates
plus high levels of calcium
and riboflavin. There are
moderate amounts of niacin,
vitamin A, thiamine and iron
in yogurt.
When fruit is added to
yogurt, there is an increase in
calories and carbohydrates.
The fat content decreases
since fruit contains sugar
which cuts down the amount
of yogurt. The calories in fruit
yogurt range from 240 to 270
depending on the brand, and
the carbohydrate content is
about 42 grams, Christiansen
said.
When made from skim milk,
yogurt is lower in fat, vitamin
A, and in calories than when
road* from, whole mill% but. yogurt eaters ' oTteh* *a&d*
raisins, nuts, granola or honey
to the plain yogurt for extra
protein and taste.

THE MARK-IT
Valley Mall
T-shirts, Jerseys. Lettering,Transfers,
rs

.
. • •:
& more
Design
your own shirt
please bring your ID card

L & S Enterprises
presents

Super Rock Sunday
In Concert

The Robbin
Thompson Band
and
Trucker s Delight
Salem- Roanoke County
Civic Center
Sunday October 19, 1980
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Advanced tickets $4.00
On show day $6.00
FOR ADVANCED TICKETS
CALL (703) 389-9387
-./
■
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Marketing internships offered to minorities
Minority students from
colleges across the country
will be able to explore career
opportunities in the rapidlygrowing $87 billion direct
marketing field through an
industry-sponsored internship
program,
according ,to
Richard
L.
Montesi,
president,
Direct
Mail
Marketing Educational
Foundation.

Starting in June 1981, 12
minority students will intern
for eight weeks at New York
metropolitan area direct
marketing
firms.
The
students' transportation to
and from New York, room and
board for two months and a
$200-per-week stipent will be
underwritten by the direct
marketing firms participating
in the DHMEF program.

In addition to on-the-job
experience, the interns will
benefit from a series of
orientation
and
general
meetings where they will
discuss direct marketing with
experienced professionals in
the field.
DMEF internships are open
to any racial minority student
who has completed at least his
or her junior year. There are

no requirements for degree
specialization,
although
demonstrated interest in or
preparation for a direct
marketing career will be
considered in selecting interns.
Applications
for
the
program should be made
through college placement
officers
and
marketingjournalism professors who

will be sent full, information
and applications in December.
The Direct Mail Marketing
Educational Foundation seeks
to improve the scope and
quality of direct mail and
direct marketing education in
colleges and universities and
to encourage students to
consider careers in the industry.

* Basketball
Continued from Page 1
Collegiate Athletic
Association the conference
would have to include a
minimum of six members.
For
the
upcoming
basketball season, the four
will compete in the ECAC's
Southern Division format
which includes a post-season
tournament. The top six
schools qualify for the com-

petition and the winner will
receive an automatic bid to
the NCAA basketball tournament.
Even if a new conference is
formed by next season, the
group would have to wait two
years before being considered
for an automatic bid.
Therefore, for at least two
years after the teams leave
the ECAC, the only way to
qualify for post-season NCAA

>^S -•;••

develop, it would most likely
play will be through an n't
large bid.
Should such a conference

remain under the umbrella of
The decision not to parthe ECAC. Conferences such ticipate in basketball does not
as the Big East currently have' risk any of the schools' other
such an arrangement.
ECAC athletic endeavors.

PIONEER,
HALF
PRICE
AT
T
T

: M \ A a *%YAi N a: rti 10mm

-V .

.

THE GREATEST NAMES IN HI-FI ANNOUNCE THE

GREATEST EVENT IN HI-FI.

(M)P|OI\l(ECEfT

Get America's best-selling receivers and amplifiers at half-pricel

4fc

With contlnuout output ot M wall»/channar.
batt and trabla control*, and a walnut
grained vinyl cabinet, vou can't 90 wrong
with this amp*

L?150<»o

List no

HALF PRICE) SALE

JJf We are proud -fo announce jft
4he yrarvi opening
9t o? our new R.0RIST SHOP A
lo addition TO our -foil line of ^^
hi^hesi quali-fy house p la n-fs $ supplies
u/e rtoip have
FRESH FLOWERS* ARRANGEMENTS
WJP

Integrated Amplifier

30 wens of power* to give you better frequency response sno musical ftl-fidtilfy in sttroo
This beauty is one of America's bes'selllng
receivers l

OCTOBER \l-\<\

PIONEER SX3700 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver'

PIONEER SA58O0 Stereo

PIONEER SX680 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver

Lilt 1200
HALF PRICE) SALE

$1 (JO00

Get the best frequency end musical hl-tldeilty wlttt inn great receiver with 45 watts/channel*, no more then .02% total harmonic
distortion, bass and
controls
andu
r«a treble
ii * via hwiltl
VI ■ •'

more'

,.?187*o

List$375
HALF PRICEI SALE

With the purchase of any name-brand turntable, cartridge, and speakers
listed below... But hurry I Get a Pioneer receiver or amp for HALF-PRICE
and a GREAT STEREO SYSTEM now at Harvey's Warehouse!

^'?wcnr„s "P°r «H occasions. Afc

«+ aWordable prices.

wO$

TjCJlMVnWiQ UGhcLuK CsitdjA
201SS.MAIM

J ^7

.

J,

D4UY8S30

Any aala prlead (or regular prlead) pair
ot EPI, Advant, BOM, Cygnot, Infinity.
or JBL loudapaakar ayatama ovar
S79.00 aa In atockl

Any aala prlead (or ragular
prlcad) JVC, Kanwood, Dual,
Aiwa, Onkyo, or Sanyo turntabla
In atockl

Any aala prlead (or ragular
prlead) Oaaara, Qrado, Ortofon.
Shura, Audio Tachnlca, or Em
Dlra atarao cartridge In atockl

^NoTTR^E^lirTiEWETSpLS^^N

PORT ROAD EXXON
Special Oct. 17-22 7-up and Mixers
1.09 2 liter
.59 | quart
WEEKLY SPECIALS IN POPSTORE
Discount prices on Coke, Cigarettes,
Chips, and Ice.
Discount for Sororities & Fraternities
* Gas available 24 hours/day.
QUALITY EXXON PRODUCTS.

PIONEER RT.707
7" Opan Tapa Dack
•a-moter autoravaruL atratl-drlva
•*a'« mount on.gn IMI buy"

Mattm lui

S48988

•ALI

PIONEER SA-etOO
Siereo lnt«gratflrd Amp
•«) weni'cftannf *. flvroscatn oower I
«lce*«r
•o-n ami ir*o*« contrail

ItitlMO

SAlf

PIONEER Pto-Mualca
10 Spaakara
•I **eoftf. I-wey ipteMf Ktirt
•I'jokm.i' type. «'"•""» tvainui
g'i'oaxi *Kiy) cabinet

$22888

CHAdLOrrHVIl.Lt
. wing ■arracW M. mop Cir I

2M,n«*
Aloomorlo Iguara

tTMMO

PIONEER CTF-M0
Caaaatla Dack
•uc-ii i««0i"g - * ewer Na
•matai taaa
, -,■ indicator

$4888

PIONEER SC-205
Slersto headphones
HrtOuerKf ' •"o» 10 K 00O-1
•comfort* Wa adtutiabt* haad oano

JW*

PIONEER TX-atOO
AM/FM Starao Tunar
■output lo*af control
■walnut arainod »m», cablnof
LM tK»oe

Now Taking Trade-lnel

Harvey's

HARRIIONaORO

noting Him snap. Ctr.
1703) H1I2M

,'M^,»wiittiN(N; «■

COME IN FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION OF THE AMAZING NEW LASERDISC FROM PIONEER..
ERA IN AUDIO/VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT!

/

.

•
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-Announcements

•

SGA Calendars

Dietetics

SGA Program

Resident students may pick
up SGA calendars in their
dorms from their student
senators. The CSC Office has
calendars for commuters.

A meeting to discuss the
planning of a student dietetic
association will be held Oct. 21
at 6:30 p.m. in the Moody
lounge.

The SGA Underprivileged
Sponsorship Program is for
any individual or group
wishing to sponsor youth to oncampus activities.
Free
passes are available for
adoptees. For details, stop by
the SGA office or call 6376.

Commuters

Mathematics
A lecture on "New High
School Mathematics Textbooks" v/ill be presented by
Dr. James Mullenex of the
Department of Mathematics
and Computer Science Oct. 22
at 4:30 p.m. in Burruss 111.

Law School
Recruiters
from
the
University
of
Baltimore
Graduate and Law Schools
will be on campus Oct. 21, 11
a.m.-2 p.m. in the WUU lobby:

,. . .

,

Commuter students in1
terested in being the CSC
entry in the Ms. Madison
pageant should call CSC at
433-0281. Entries must be in by
Oct. 19.

All psychology majors and
minors are invited to attend a
picnic at the University Farm
Oct. 18, 1-5 p.m.

Mat Maids

Computer Science

The wrestling team is
Looking for girls interested in
serving "mat maids", an
organization to aid in running
tournaments, promotions and
recruiting. For more information, call the wrestling
office at 6697.

A program on computer
science and data processing
will be held Oct. 20 at 5 p.m. in
WUU B. It is sponsored by
Career
Planning
and
Placement, the Math Club and
the
Data
Management
Association.

.^, Am^M
You've hi'iirri thsil lu'forp. . If
So, ni.iKc us prove it. \\Y lliimnic < an.
Army KOTC hi-lps !<«•» p nil wuir options
oji.n. That means :: lot irilrss-you'ic aliMilulely
certain bow you want to spf-nd tho rest of jour
life. It prepares yon for Miccess in both ii\ ilian
ami military careers.
How?
First (and maybe foremost) Army KOTC
l(..ili(s you le.nlt isliip. Pigetiral Ita'li-rship.
How to dial with and influuue people: how
to n.ak(- things happen. Rusiness and yo\i rnmont always pay a pr< inium for leadership!
While you take the Advanced Course, y«>u also
earn $100 per month. That'll hi-lp pay your
expenses.
You earn your commission while you earn your
degree. The commission, by itself, testifies to
your leadership abilities. You have the option of
an Army carc-er with all the pay, prestige and
travel opportunities of an officer.
Room
There are plenty of other reasons why
Army ROTC makes sense for a young man or^~^
wn'-i.in determined to get ahead. Wed like t<('i-il)
tell you more.
K.'_^y A" Nn

Picnic

Absentee Ballots

Sophomores
Sophomores interested in
being on their class ring
committee should sign up on
the list outside the SGA office.

Driving Lessons

The Pre-Legal Society will
sponsor a lecture by Mary
Louise Galliger, director of
admissions of the College of
William and Mary's law
school Oct. 20 at 7 p.m. in
WUU B. Interviews will be
accepted after the meeting.

Teachers

Film Club

An interviewing workshop
for teaching positions will be
heldOcL21,9:30-10:30a.m. in
the WUU. Sign up in Career
Planning and Placement,
Alumnae Hall.

The Film Club will meet
following the Sunday night
movie Oct. 18 in WUU B. Dr.
Ralph Cohen's films "Deep
Moat," "The Pirates of Lake
Martain"
and
"Pauline
Pureheart" will be shown

Career
Planning
and
Placement and Delta Sigma
Pi will sponsor a program on
marketing Oct. 21 at 5 p.m. in
the WUU ballroom.

•

All announcements Mtvo.u be typed
double spaced and brought to The
Breeze announcement box in the
basement of Wine-Price. Please specif

S£2te*<*<**>M.

snould Wh. the deadline lor announcements in the Friday issue Is noon
Tuesday and for the Tuesday issue is
noon Friday. Announcments will not be
accepted by phone.

Have

OictortsbitujUmpo*!
delivered to your room
ON CAMPUS
call Stuart Copan

433-5866
OFF CAMPUS... call Olson Davis

833-4381

Army KOTC
G-2 Maury Hall
OR
KOTO -'-■'--- ^33-626/+
11 >rn *l..ii ii (An to lead.

MIDWAY MARKET

* Warsaw Ave 434-7948 (from stoplight
atJMU's South Main St. entrance
down Warsaw Ave, One Block on right)
Thursday - Sunday
Budwieser - 12oz. bottles
Heinken
Moosehead
Lite
I2pk.
Old Milwaukee I2pk.
Miller
Mickeys Malt Liquor
Ortleibs

KEGS * 7 1 2-15 gallon *

$2.19
$3.99
$339
$4.19
$4.09
$2.19
$2.02
$1.29

KEGS

J

Pre-Legal Society

lessons will be
>Qqying
vferattlo a limited number of
students by the Department of
Physical
and
Health
Education. Students will
receive two in-car lessons and
two classroom lessons per
week. Classroom lessons are
TT, 8-9 a.m. Applicants must
have instruction permit. Call
433-«585 to enroll.

Marketing
.■*•■-■

Virginia absentee ballot
applications are available in
the SGA office. The form must
be completed and returned to
your General Registrar by
Oct. 24.

FREE
SPIRIT
HAIR
CARE
434-3925

Co.

^REDKEN
FULL SERVICE:
Men, Women & Children
Hair Analysis
Reconditioning
Design Perming
Fashion Haircoloring
Haircutting
Skin Care
Make-up
Nail Care
Hair Removal

Student Discounts
Hours:
Monday-Saturday & Evenings
103 S. Main St.
Harrisdnburg, Va. 22801

^>*-

Axelrad show raises questions about photography
ByMARKSUTTON
The photographs of Steven Axelrad,
currently on display in James
Madison University's New Image
Gallery, raise unique questions
concerning
the
nature
of
photography, both as an art form and
as a medium of expression. These
Cibachrome prints bear little relation
to what most of us, raised in a world of
photojournalism and family snapshots, think of as photographs.
In many ways, they are not
photographs. Axelrad has chosen to
manipulate these images to the point'
where they bear little relation to
photographs at all. Rather, they
represent conceptual avant-garde art
which combines different media. The
end product is then photographed.
Before describing the images
themselves, we should look at the
materials Axelrad uses. Cibachrome,
used for making prints from color
slides, is one of the most durable
processes in ^photography. Prints
*r-*nad* -iWjfyj^jsg/iu^; ili. j^v£".S;. -»£• '.£,
expectancy exceeding that "of con-

ventional color photogrpahs. Working
with Cibachrome also allows Axelrad
to use color slides as his basic tool.
Slides tend to be more flexible to work
with than color negatives, and they
lend
themselves
easily
to
manipulation, since the image is
positive rather than negative.

New
Image
Gallery
The subject matter Axelrad has
chosen to work with demands
.manipulation, since it is mostly made
"up of hands, feet and his own body in
various stages of undress. Axelrad
also does a large amount of work with
what appear to be psychiatric charts.
In several of his pictures, charts
appear which ask the subject to "pick
the right hand" or perhaps the left

From there, Axelrad takes off into
worlds which often have little to do
with photography. Paint swirls
around a disembodied foot, creating
the effect of waves from the ocean.
Another disembodied foot seems to be
caked in dried blood and in yet
another print, Axelrad has projected
the image of a girl (backwards) onto
himself (painted white, face forwards). The effect of all these prints
is two-fold; on one hand, the viewer is
left to wonder just what the artist is
doing to achieve his effects, and on the
other, just exactly what he is trying to
say through those effects.
For a photographer, the how may
be more intriguing than the what.
Axelrad obviously has gone through a
huge amount of trouble to achieve his
results; the amount of manipulation
each print has gone through is
staggering. Axelrad will manipulate
the backdrop in a photograph, then
stand in front of it nude to be
photographed by himself while
himself, then sandwich that chrome

of them.

with several others for the final print.
In one print, there are several
images stacked up in front of a
mirror. Each of these images, while
similar, differs slightly. In the mirror
behind the images, we see the real-life
Axelrad, attired in the same bizarre
clothing that the images are wearing.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect
of the prints is their apparent depth.
Objects are seemingly layered on top
of one another in great detail, lending
an effect of depth unparallelled for
what is basically flat subject matter.
Axelrad achieves this effect by
several techniques, one of which is
printing certain objects out of
register.
Challenging the boundaries of
conventional art photography, Steven
Axelrad has created an interesting bit
of manipulated photo art. Whether or
not it will move the viewer really
depends on his or her taste. I found the
show to be rather light on the content
side, but very interesting from the
standnoint of technical expertise and
mampunruon. '•
' ' n-
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Fall Fashion II

The view from the fashion unconscious
By BRYAN POWELL
In The Breexe Oct. 3 issue, the Folio pages
presented "Fall Fashion '80," a story dealing
with "fashion-conscious students at JMU."
Among notable quotes from the story by Ruth
Sharpe are the following:
Fashion-conscious students at JMU believe
dressing in the latest fashion is an asset...
Students who wish to reflect their personality
by wearing the latest fashions need to be
prepared to spend more than they used to on
each of their outfits.
Inflation and tuition increases are not
deterring fashion-conscious students at JMU
from spending money on the latest clothing.
Obviously this story presents only a fraction
of the fashion tastes on the James Madison
University campus. There are a large number
of students who don't pursue the latest
fashions and who feel they can reflect their
personalities quite well without the benefit of
being "fashionable." Given the concentration
which "Fall Fashion '80" devotes to the
fashion-conscious student (the one who
believes dressing in the latest fashion is an
asset), it is only fair and proper to allow equal
time for the other side of the coin to be
presented—the "fashion-unconscious."
So just what, you may ask, is "fashionunconscious?" Fashion-unconscious styles
include everything that can't be found at
Valley Mall. It has no respect for designers,
alligators, foxes, rabbits, squirrels, or other
items to which the fashion-conscious are so
shamelessly endeared.
Basically, the fashion unconscious may be
subdivided into four categories. They are as
follows:
The Apathetic. The first and one of the most
notable styles at JMU is that of the student who
really doesn't care what he's wearing. He
rises in the morning, steps into the nearest pair
of blue jeans, grabs a shirt from the stack of
dirty laundry on the floor and takes off for
another day of JMU livin'. The typical garb for
this student includes blue jeans (Levi's, $16),
trashy old tennis shoes (price irrelevant), and
any of a variety of inconspicuously average

shirt styles (none to exceed $4). This type
rarely spends any money on clothes,
preferring instead to spend it on things of
greater value such as alcohol and rock and
roll.
The Jock. Another type of fashion everpresent at JMU is that of the jock. That's
right, our beloved athletes are often in the
ranks of the "fashion-unconscious" too. Attending class in sweatsuits ($30), tennis shoes
(good ones), and some sort of baseba 11-type hat
(preferably with a chewing tobacco label on
the front), the jock has an impressive and
imposing type. It is important to note that one
doesn't have to be a jock to dress like one, but
doing so is certainly a fashion-unconscious
move.

There are students
who don't pursue
the latest fashions
The rreait. A third type of unfashion
presence can be labeled "the freak." The
freak's wardrobe includes punk gear as well as
any other type of dress which borders on the
bizarre. Freak styles can include just about
any unusual combinations of clothes and are
generally aimed at making the wearer stand
out. Recommended freak wear includes whips
and chains (Club Magazine, $19.95), safety
pins (drugstore, 49 cents), and torn, abused
clothes (Salvation Army, 25 cents).
The Comfortable Ones. The most overwhelming fashion trend on the JMU campus,
however, is simply dressing for comfort What
a remarkable concept; these people don't
dress to impress anybody! Typical wear for
the comfortable one includes Army fatigues or
painter's pants (A&N, $10), pullover or flannel
shirts, etc. Hats are always fun, too.
Perhaps by using this story in conjunction
with the initial "Fall Fashion *80", the reader
will be able to develop a more accurate and
well-rounded understanding of JMU fashion...
and unfashion.

Photo »» Mikt •Itvliu

FASHION-UNCONSCIOUS assistant features editor
Bryan Powell combines comfort and apathy In his
casual evening wear. Hat Is by Knox of New York ($16),
shirts are elegant red and blackplald flannel (from who
knows where?) and gray JMU T-shirt (Bookstore,
$3.95), olive drab Army fatigues (Charlottesville AfcN.
$8.95), sweatsocks and Nike Roadrunners ($2C).
Designer co-ordination by Powell's of Charlottesville.

... ,.
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os as art
By MARK SUTTON
A controversy over whether
or not color photography is art
has been renewed lately by
the arrival of new color

folionotes

Molly Hatchet coming here
By MIKE SHUTTY
Throughout the last decade the South has
cultivated a number of exciting rock bands
whose approach to music and partying has
become a standard known as "southern
boogie." Two of these bands, Nan tucket and
Molly Hatchet, are scheduled to appear in
James Madison University's Godwin Hall on
Sat, Oct. 18 at 8 p.m. With this combination,
Saturday's concert promises to be a honkytonk evening of rebel yells and frenzic footstomping.
The opening act, Nantucket, is well known
for an ability to hold its own with the hardest
playing bands in rock; whije maintaining a
light sense of humor often missing from
southern boogie. Tommy Redds comical
lyrics definitely set a unique tone for the
group; from his hilarious "Rug Burn,"
describing the unfortunate results of impetous
lovemaking on abrasive surfaces, to the
crunching rocker "Tell Me (Doctor Rhythm
Method)"—as Redd describes it, a "pimp"
song.
Formed 11 years ago in Jacksonville, North
Carolina while its members were still in
school, Nantucket has aspired to become one of
the South's foremost bands. Originally they
went by the name "Nantucket Sleighride"
after the title of an album by the rock group
Mountain. Later they shortened the name to
Nantucket and have since gathered a large
following in the southeast. Nantucket is Larrv

MOLLY HATCHET return* to James Madison
University this weekend as a headUner, rather
than opening for somebody else like they did

Uzzel on vocals, Mark Downing an lead guitar,
Tommy Redd on guitar, Kenny Soule on
drums, Eddie Blair on sax and keyboards and
Pee Wee Watson on bass.
HEADLINING
SATURDAY
night's
festivities will be Molly Hatchet, perhaps on of
the most energetic and rock guitar oriented
bands from Dixie. There's not question as to
whether or not these boys can rock'n'roll: they
have played some 390 concerts since their
national debut three years ago.
The name Molly Hatchet comes from a 17th
century legend about a pathological lady who
would behead her lovers with that hand tool
that Lizzie Borden made famous. Since then,
this name has become synonymous with no
nonsense rock'n'roll southern style; served
with a huge helping of catchy guitar licks.
After all, southern rock is comprised of three
chords and dozen extended Jams and tHth
three lead guitar' st—Dave Hlubek, Duane
Roland and Steve Holland—Molly Hatchet fits
the bill perfectly. Other members include
Jimmy Farrer on vocals, Banner Thomas on
bass and Bruce Crump on drums.
The University Program Board reports that
tickets sales are moving quickly, and the
concert has a good chance of selling out by the
end of the week. For all those who attend
Saturday night, Molly Hatchet and Nantucket
are sure to bring out that rowdy southern
sou-it.

last time. Anyway, It's still the same old
stuff.

denial of liability for fading
and color shifts in the photos
they have just processed for
you. What you see now ain't
necessarily what you're going
to see in five years.
Because of this, and also

photography's claim to be art,
and its legitimacy.
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
pervades the everyday life of
all of us. From Grandpa's
snapshots taken on his in-

\

(
processes,
such
as
Cibachrome,
and
the
emergence, particularly in
California, of a new breed of
art photographers who work
in color. The appearance of
the Steven Axelrad exhibit has
brought the controversy to
James Madison University.
Whether or nor Axelrad's
photographs are in and of
themselves art, is not a topic
within the scope of this piece,
'iM^i "•^""'Mreii.. els^iheca..
WnM is bf concern here is* the
question of color

-Axelrad exhibit
stamatic, to the increased use
of color in newsmagazines
(and
now,
even
in
newspapers) we live in a
world saturated with color
images. The striking thing
abour all of this is the impermanance of all of these
images.
Currently available color
processes are not intended to
last for any great period of
time. On every package of
• nbAtO*.rs«xhs. . CPhirtwA Jrxyra •

"the "Great Yellow Father"
(Kodak) there is an express

7
■

D

because the only really stable
color process available for
years (dye-transfer) was
complicated and grossly
expensive, art photographers
tended to stay away from
color
work.
Some
photographers bucked this
trend of course, but for
collectable art photos, black
and white was the word.
THE EMERGENCE of
^^hsonuk***
Now a ^pnofoghrapher had
. (Continued on Page 12)
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Artfile

Twelve Angry Jurors
By SUZANNE CALE
"Twelve Angry Jurors" will decide upon the guilt or
innocence of an accused murderer at 8 p.m. Thursday
and Saturday in Wampler Auditorium.
Under the direction of Steve Perez the cast of 13
members 12 jurors and a guard—will turn an ordinary
jury room into a battleground of emotion and wit.
This TV drama, developed by Reginald Rose, will
open here Oct. 16. Admission is $1.50. According to
Perez, "the audience should be drawn into the action of
the play, and hopefully, be moved by the intense ordeal.
The most difficult task, during three weeks of
rehearsal was to "stay in-character" for the entire twohour show which has only two brief intermissions, the
director said.
Perez claims the actors have achieved "a deeper
sense of understanding for their characters than your
basic suspense drama."
The jurors one through 12 will be played by Ron
Pechtimaldjian, Bryne Hart, Tim Carlin, Mark Pitton,
Joseph Fuqua, Suzanne Cale, Sue Burrell, David
Dvorscak, Barry Lambert, Pat Butters, Lisa Dvorscak,
and Jer Long. Tony Williams plays the guard.

■* *

Cleveland Quartet
THE CLEVELAND QUARTET will present an
evening of chamber music on Oct. 20, at 8 p.m. in James
Madison University's Wilson Hall.
The quartet, which has been together for 11 years,
consists of Donald Weilerstein and Peter Salaff on
violins, Paul Katz on cello and A tar Arad on viola.
The concert program will include "Quartet in D
major, Op. 64 No. 5" by Haydn, "Quartet No. 2" by Bloch
and "Quartet No. 16 in F major, Op. 135" by Beethoven
The quartet takes its name from the Cleveland Institute of Music, where the group members have been
artists-in-residence. They currently are the quartet-inresidence at the Eastman School of Music.
The group's performance is sponsored by the JMU
Fine Arts Series. In addition to the evening concert, they
will be offering workshops throughout the day in the
JMU music department.
Tickets for JMU students, faculty, staff and their
families are free and available in advance from the
University Program Board box office in the Warren
University Union on the JMU campus. General admission tickes are $3 each and available from the
University Program Board box office, Charles Mathias
in downtown Harrisonburg and Musicland Records at
the Valley Mall on Route 33 east of Harrisonburg.
For additional information and arrangements for
groups, contact the School of Fine Arts and Communication at 6472.
■
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Sports

Offense inconsistent

Edwards experiences frustrating season
By DAVID TEEL
Jim Edwards is a frustrated goalie.
The junior co-captain of the James
Madison University soccer team has
yielded just nine goals in eight games
in 1960 for an outstanding 1.12 goals
against average. Yet his team is
losing.
JMU's record is 3-4-1 and the Dukes
have managed only nine goals
themselves this season. "We've got
guys who can score," Edwards
commented. "I'm just frustrated
because we know we'rt a better team
than we appear to be.
s
"I'm not real pleased with the way
I've been playing. There hasn't been a
great deal of offensive pressure on our
defense or many shots, yet teams
have scored," he added. "I can't
■ lm-.i,. rr. „ . ., stand aettinescoredQa.aadw.hen.we,,.
- — -»»■—»-**!"»aon'f "scbre ft reany oofheYtfW*- i***
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NOT SCORING has become too
familiar a habit for JMU. The Dukes
lost four 1-0 decisions in 1979 and
already have been shutout three times
this year.
The team also appears to be
plagued by letdowns after important
games. The classic example is after
defeating the University of Virginia
on the road in an overtime affair,
JMU returned home only to lose to
Radford University, 2-1.
Edwards said, "The Radford and
UMBC games were especially
frustrating because we felt we were
better. Our shots were hitting the post
or we'd hit the goalie in the back."
From his position Edwards has the

back view of the offensive formation '
and he offers some suggestions.
"Lately we haven't been slowing the
ball down enough and spreading out
the opponents' defense. We're trying
to send every ball through and rush it.
We'd be better off taking shots from
18-20 yards than forcing it in so close
to the goal."
EDWARDS qualifies his remarks,
"I honestly don't know the answer to
scoring more goals. It just doesn't
seem like we've had our share of the
breaks."
He grinned when reminded of the
standard coaches' line, "teams make
their own breaks."
"The team really hasn't capitalized
on our opponents' mistakes," Ed'teams have taken advantage of our
defensive lapses and it usually costs
us a goal."
Many times it also has meant the
game.
The defensive support behind
Edwards is excellent and he openly
acknowledges it. "With Ackerman,
Bost and Miskel, we have backs
considered one of the finest units
around and that also makes it
frustrating when I allow goals,"
Edwards explained.
Coach Bob Vanderwarker said
before the season started that his
team would be defensively oriented
and that he had reservations about his
team's offensive capabilities. He cited
in particular, the youth and inex-

Pfvolo uy Charlci A. Fllio

JIM EDWARDS prepares for Saturday's contest against N.C
State, a game he says he does not want to be humiliated in.
team than either Howard or Navy.
perience of the unit.
I'm from Raleigh and I've played with
THIS FAR along in the season the
some of those people. I don't want to
rookies and new people should be used
get humiliated," Edwards said.
to the college game," Edwards
claimed. "That shouldn't keep us
According to Edwards, "We're
from scoring."
down and can't figure out why we're
With a record of less than .500 the
not scoring or winning. A win against
Dukes have very slim hopes for
State could put us on the right track
national post-season competition. Is
and after that game there is nobody
there anything else to play for?
on the schedule who should beat us.
"Personally
I
have
great
But the way we've been playing, you
motivation for Saturday against N.C.
can never really tell."
State. They are probably a better

University requests hardship
status for quarterback Bowles
By DAVID TEEL
Sophomore quarterback Tom Bowles is
through for the 1980 season.
Head football coach Challace McMillin
announced Wednesday that James Madison
University will request hardship status for
Bowles from the National Collegiate Athletic
Association, and that he will not play for the
remainder of the season.
Bowles, a 6' 1" Richmond native suffered a
second degree separation of his right shoulder
in the Dukes' second game this season at
Morehead State University. The injury occurred when Bowles was tackled after a 66yard run.

Bowles added, "I think in another week, I'd
be ready to play, but I think it would be a
waste."
The decision leaves quarterbacking chores
to senior Frankie Walker who has directed the
Dukes to two consecutive victories. Mike
Dudzik will serve as Walker's back-up.
Walker was the starter at quarterback in
1979, before Bowles was awarded the job, and
had been moved to the defensive secondary
this season. Walker's quickness enables him to
run the JMU option attack but his passing
ability does not compare to Bowies'.

Td rather be playing but it might not be worth it.
I'll get the extra year to mature as a quarterback.'
NCAA approval of JMU's request is a formality, and the rulingVill leave Bowles with
three more years of eligibility.
HAVING BOWLES for three more years will
give JMU some stability at the quarterback
position it has lacked in the past. It also gives
the Dukes a solid foundation upon which to
build the offensive backfield.
Bowles has been given permission to throw
again, but JMU doctors have prohibited him to
see any contact activity for another four to six

WEDNESDAY WAS the first day of for ma I workouU for
the 1*80-81 basketball season. The Dukes will face their
toughest schedule ever and a key to their success will be
senior forward Steve Blackmon. Here Coach Lou
Campanelll instructs Blackmon.
M,I,I."

'I ; ■ !.' I

"I'd rather be playing," Bowies said. "But it
might be worth it because I'll get the extra
year to mature as a quarterback."
I

■

MCMILLIN HAS SAID of Walker, "With
Frankie at the healm, our offense has an added
dimension"
"The important thing now is for him
(Bowles) to get the shoulder rehabilitated and
ready for next fall, McMillin said.
Bowles had been considered the main cog in
the JMU offense this season until his injury. He
passed for 580 yards his freshman year and
demonstrated considerable progress as the
season ended.
After throwing 12 interceptions in his first
seven outings, Bowles did not throw an interception in the final three games of 1979.
During his abbreviated 1990 stint Bowie,
completed 50 percent of his passes for 96 yards
while rushing for 78 yard*.
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Is it over?
DR. RICHARD SHEEHAN
teems to be asking himself
that very question after
finishing a 'biatholon' sponsored by the women's
swimming team. More than SO
participants attempted to ran
a two mile course around
campus and then swim 300
yards, all without stopping.
Sheehan reportedly covered
the two miles with relative
ease, but waa heard to say
before Jumping In the pool.
"It's a shame I can't swim."
That prophesy appears to
have been true.
/
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Dellamotia scores winner
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Duchesses 'upset Tech in two overtimes
By CHRIS HARRIS
The
James
Madison
University women's field
hockey team scored what
Coach Dee McDonough called
"an upset" Tuesday afternoon
by topping Virginia Tech 1-0.
The game went into double
overtime
before
Ronnie
Dellamotta drilled a shot into
the net from the left side with
3:53 gone in the second
overtime period. Heidi Rogers
earned an assist with a
crossing pass from the right
wing to Dellamotta.
The
first
half
was
dominated by the Duchesses,
and consistent pressure near
the Tech goal produced an 11-0
edge in shots but no goal. An
occasional Tech rush was
easily thwarted by an alert
JMU defense, however.
The second half picked up
where the first had left off,
with JMU buzzing near the
Tech goal, but unable to score.
JMU's best early shot was just
wide to the left by junior
Brenda Heck.

mounted by Tech produced an
11-8 edge in shots for the
second half.
AS THE regulation game
ended,
McDonough
experienced a sort of deja' vue.
Last season's game against
Tech was tied 2-2 at the end of
regulation, and after two
scoreless overtimes, Tech
pulled out the victory by one
shot in a shootout.
McDonough also coached
two overtime games against
Tech when she was with
Longwood College.
The first overtime brought
an omen of what was to come,
as the only serious threat by
either side was when
Dellamotta buzzed a shot just
wide to the left Kelly made

two more saves of relatively
weak shots by Tech.
Halfway into the second
overtime, Rogers threw a
crossing pass through a Tech
defender onto Dellamotta's
stick, who buried a shot into
the back of the net. It was the
fifth goal of the year for
Dellamotta, a junior, and the
victory gave JMU a 4-1-0 edge
in the series against Tech
since 1973.
MCDONOUGH WAS
pleased with the Duchesses'
overall offensive effort but
said they need to follow up on
their offensive attacks. She
singled out Heck for her effort
in the game. "She's been our
most
consistent
and
aggressive player all year.

GOALKEEPER
TARA '
Kelly then became the star of
the show, as Tech's dormant
offense came to life. The
Hokies mounted their first
sustained rush, firing four
shots at Kelly inside of a
minute, but she stopped each
of them.
After
the
Duchesses
recovered, Rogers weaved
through the entire Tech
defense, but was stripped of
the ball. Sarah Heilman
followed up, however, with a
blistering shot that caromed
off the right post.
Tech was not through, as a
shot from the left wing forced
Kelly to make a kick-save on a
two on one break. McDonough
praised her second year
goalkeeper, "Even though it's
only her second year, her
confidence and quickness help
make up for the inexperience.
She keeps us in a lot of
JMU WILL battle nationally ranked foes William and Mary and
games."
Penn State in home contests this weekend. ~
The sustained pressure

She's finally coming into her
own."
The Duchesses take a 7-8-1
season record into what will
likely be the toughest weekend
they will face all season.
Today they meet the College
of William and Mary, who
JMU topped in the state
tournament last year.

McDonough said, "They are
the toughest and fastest team
we've played They just lost to
. Old Dominion, and they'll be
ready to play." The Indians
are ranked 13th nationally this
season.
As if that were not enough,
on Sunday Penn State brings
its No. 1 national ranking into
Madison Stadium.

Dickerson, Romano
pace twinbill sweep
By CHRIS HARRIS
The James Madison University baseball team avenged two
losses at the hands of Liberty Baptist College last spring, by
sweeping a doubleheader from the Flames Monday by scores of
1M, and 6-5.
*' *
^
The first game was a laugher, with the Dukes sprinting out to a
9-1 lead by the seventh inning. In the bottom half of the inning
Liberty Baptist made a comeback of sorts, aided by some critical
JMU errors. A potential double play was muffed, a bloop fly fell
untouched, and two hits and two walks led to a five run uprising.
The Dukes retaliated, however, and scored three in the eighth
and two more in the ninth to ice the victory.
In the second game. The Dukes picked up two quick runs in the
first when a double by Run Dickerson dropped in between four
Flames and scored Ron Romano, who had drawn a two-out walk.
Dennis Knight followed with a line drive to left driving in
Dickerson. Knight was thrown out trying to take second on his hit
THE DICKERSON-Romano show appeared again in the bottom
of the third, as Dickerson's hit plated Romano for the second
time.
The top of the fifth brought the first sign of life to Liberty
Baptist With two out, they lined two straight hits, and an error
helped make the score 4-1. The next hitter lashed a clean single to
right which made the score 4-2.
The bottom of the fifth brought up Dickerson once again. He
continued to feast off of Liberty Baptist pitching by blasting a 400foot homer to centerfield, making the score 5-2.
The Flames refused to die, however, as in the top of the sixth a
two out double to left-center scored two runners to cut the lead to
&-» The hitter made the third out as he tried to stretch his double
into a triple.
THE LIBERTY Baptist eighth brought more trouble for the
Dukes. An error, a hit to left and a walk chased JMU pitcher
Brian Cooper. Reliever Bobby Layman gave up one run, and then
proceeded to retire the side in order. The Dukes loaded the bases
in the ninth with the score tied 5-5, and managed to get a run
across when walk-on freshman Marshall Way land lashed a single
to left to take a 6-5 lead that Liberty Baptist could not surmount
The Dukes' final fall season game is Oct. 25th against a team of
JMU baseball alumni.

■■
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irFolionotes
(Continued from Page 11)
available to him a process
that was vastly easier to work
with than dye transfer,
commerically available and
relatively inexpensive. (The
popularity of Chibachrome
with art photographers,
however, has kept prices for
this material higher than they
otherwise would have been.)

It also allowed the color
photographer to work from
the most permanent initial
color medium: slides.
Now, someone who is
working with Kodacrome
originals and Cibachrome
prints can expect his work to
last just as long as that of a
person working in black and
white. This has virtually
revolutionized photography,
and persons who previously
have resisted the purchase of
color photographs how have
been empted to get into the
market.
The problem which has been
encountered recently,

Haan: SS Carina Sf
Sat Thar
11:00am 9:00pm
Frl-Sat
11:00am 10:00am
Sludcnli don't target year II)
U good for a 15% discount
on all regular price ardor*.

,—<

l> uVB.ft/C*»
We are something else!

Now you con
save your
summer tan af
the lowest price

i-V

TANNING
CENTER
Oct. 15-31
$10.00 off Reg.
price of $40.00
for 20 sessions.
51 Ct. Sq.
434-9469

however, is the fact the artist
is not going to be around to
sign the color print purchased
by the collector of his great
grandson's generation. For
even with the introduction of
Kodachrome, color images
must be cloned (through
successive duplication) to
survive. This makes the
signed color original perhaps
even more valuable, because
of its ephemeral nature, but
for most collectors it severly
limits the value of color
photographs.
IF ONE really wants to
collect color photographs, and
signed originals are not all
that important to you, there is
a way you can do it.
Whenever possible, buy
from
the
photographer
himself.
Buying
from
galleries is nice, to be sure,
but the prices are beyond
most of our reach. Collecting
abscure photographers may
be more gratifying in the long
run
anyway.
Secondly,
whenever ^possible, get two

copies of the print—one to
display and one for storage
purposes. Be sure to find out
what kind of processing was
done on the print, and to
properly store in the dark, the
print you purchase for
keeping. Third, stay away
from non-Cibachrome or dye
transfer prints. These other
will fade away in about 10-15
years under the best of con-

dition.
Now, quite a bit of what I
have said is heresy to many in
the art establishment. But
perhaps the most important
thing about art photography,
other than the fact that is a
true peoples' art, is mat it had
made inroads into the art
establishment and in many
cases, made it virtually
irrevelant.

Color photography can be
considered legitimate art. The
work being done in color today
is among themost exciting in
the art world. After all, it has
been estimated that 95 percent
of the world's images today
are made in color anyway. So
enjoy; color has much to offer
in the way of esthetic value
that black and white just does
nothave.

GO FOR IT!
Schlitz Makes It Great
TheBeer
RO's
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POWER OF THE Mind

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT
UPB OFFICE RETURN TO UPB
OR BOX L-35 (by October 14)
DATE OF SHOW:
NguwK November 5th
■•in

^

8* p.m.

ESP/HYPNOSIS
Total Audience Participation
OCTOBER 23
8:00 pm
$1.00*
WILSON HALL^ ,-Tickets go on sale October 20
UPB OFFICE
m m ^.u^^-VTlr:-*;^.-C^

OCTOBER 17

7:00,10:00 pm

OCTOBER 18 2:00, 7:00, 10:00 pm

» _, ~. -

(T^"**'""' '^'*>

GET RID OF THE MAP/SON BLUES
BY CRABBING A CRUISE ON THE
S/S0OIPHIH:
Christmas Crsis* to Nassau £ Fr&oport
sponsored by the UP8 '

SI.MUP.10

51.75 guest

*3 59.00 pt pitt—

Jimmy 5-9

0/S Theater

Jr

-m

MOLLY HATCHET
Special Guest

NANTUCKET
8:00 pm

October 1$
GODWIN HALL
56.00 ui/ID

57.00 general & at the deer
GENERAL ADMISSION

Ticket* Now on Sale at UPB Office

JI-.T F1IIM

■»>■(• TIMMI
Mill HUM
HIM CIMT
Mil »IMH

nut mun

DIZZY GIUESPIE TICKETS ON SALE NOW
TICNETS 00 ON SALE OCT 27 FOR HIRE FRAIRli LiAOUE
v /
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Classifieds
Help Wanted
AIRLINE JOBS - Free info
nationwide - write Airline
Placement Bureau, 4208 198th
SW 101, Lynnwood, WA 98036.
Enclose a self addressed
stamped large envelope.
WANTED: Ghost writer,
senior or graduate. Must have
writing skills, english or
journalism major, serious
only inquire. Call 433-2169
after 7 pm, ask for Donajd.

■ >

r
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MEN! - WOMEN! JOBS
ON SHIPS!
American.
Foreign.
No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept.
G-16, Box 2049, Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

by Garry Trudeau

Doopefbury
BOY, WHAT
ASCARY
MOVIE'

1
-

^
UHATTAPE
■Y0UNUT5?
I ALREADY
LEAVE BE'
KNOW. IT WAS
FORZUEHNP THE PSYCHIATRIST.
OUT WHO
1
KJLLEDHE&

UNFORTUNATELY, I
DONT THINK WE'VE
eOTWeTDSTAY
UNTIL THE END-

PRBTTYSOW,

AUfwrr..

\

4

I'M SORRY, J.J.
IT'S JUST WE'VE
MICHAEL!

0NLY6OTANH0UR

T06ET0RUNK
BEBXETHECONCERT.
\

\

i
- M

PK*' ■'

1
\ 11
*wr

/H

-JLJKJ*

nmuiSm^/O

mamfcff

.. AND m BATHROOM IS DOUNTHE NO.TMNOT
HALLTOTHE LEFT. MADATYW.
MIKE-JUST
YLVREMADAT
ME.ARENTYOU, EMSPERATEP!

• m i<Jtt"*Tflf3

/

r

i JUST mn KNOW WHY
EVER* MINUTE HAP TO BE
SO CHOCKSP MM ACTIVITIES! WHY COUDNT ME
JUST PO WHAT ME FELT
LK AT THE MOMENT?

I'M SORRY, J.J.. I
GUESS I PIP SORT OF
0VERPLAN. I WONT
PUT YOU THROU6H THIS
MAIN, I PROMISE..

y

n

TOMORROWS
SCHEDULES F0R6ET IT.
A LOT MORE BUB! HANP
FLEXIBLETTOVER!

I

«"P

Courses
NEED A SECOND BLOCK
COURSE? Join us in the
study of the most important
problem of our times. The
anew, transition will.affect, .
nearly • everything yaa^ao^-^ «
what you eat, how you work,
where you live. Are you going
to handle the crisis, or will it
handle you? To learn where
we are all headed, enroll now
in Physics 215 - Energy and
the Environment It might be
the most significant subject
you study in college.

I

an IT 'Vg^rrt %S&jg
Our Hero

by Matt Wagner

NASTY
MASTY HA6 CHAWAMA)
Hlt>Dl(M AuJA^f AOb UWDfclt
" U)EE.. BUT odHEftfc?

For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
Support a student, $65 per
cord, cut, split and stacked
and delivered - seasoned
hardwood. Phone 434-6146.
Cut to order:
FREE: Siberian huskie.
Call SUn Elanski at 6156.
WILL JAM! NEW JVC
JRS-301 receiver. 60 watts per
channel, built in 5 band
equalizer, tuning meters,
separate power meters. Can
handle two tape decks and
four speakers.
Sold for
$489.00, will sacrifice for
$300.00. Call any day of the
week at 12:00, 828-2298.

Roommates

by Tom Arvis
0t$. TWfi

REMED A,'

\Pffliisef

Lost
LOST: Flute in black case
and large somewhere near
Eagle dorm Thursday afternoon on the 9th. Reward
offered. Call 5965 or write P.O.
Box 4087.
LOST: Brown and white
backgammon set from t.v.
lobby of Wine-Price. If found,
call 433-7291 or contact Kris,
Box 3521. Reward offered.
LOST: Seiko watch with
brown face and lizard skin
band, great deal of personal
value. Call 433-5097, or write
P.O. Box 3001.

Services
TYPING SERVICE:
Dissertations, theses, reports,
etc. IBM Selectric type, 17
years experience. Call Mrs.
Price, 879-9935.
COLLEGE TYPING AND
EDITING
SERVICES:
Typing and editing of theses,
term papers, and other
reports.
Paper provided.
Free pick up and delivery.
Call 896-5921.

by Mark Legan

Do-Drop Inn
• I US€E> TO _

i *">reo i TOO*
LSD l «fa

803Tex
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Personals

by Scott Worner

JWNGEONS AND
DRAGONS GAME: The quest
for Farery. Interested adventurers contact Russ at 4334096.

DC Hottest Nightclub Extravaganza- Have an exciting
and crazy night with the
Slickee Boys- WUU Ballroom,
Sat., Oct. 25.

THEYCOULD PROBABLV
USE A HAND ONCE
IN A WHILE.
AND IP NOT

f~ THERE ARE
SOME STUDENT^
IAT MADISON
THAT GO
THROUGH
A LOT, JUST
TO GET AN
EDUCATION...

LOU. Happy Birthday!
You are now legally a woman
but don't put your initials on
anyones neck. Have a great
time in "Old town" this
weekend. Love "Nudity" &
"Just over the mountain"
N., We will meet, but when
and where is- up to you.
Whenever you call I'll be
ready. But I bet you never
dreamed there were 2 of us.
Aztec Sungod.

«
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Star Truckers

by Tom Arris
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DEAR B. Mega thanks
from the abyssal plains of my
heart. K.
A VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY to Drew Nickell, Mike
and Mike Mortality from the
Little Sisters of Sigma Nu.
THE LITTLE SISTERS OF
SIGMA NU want to wish
George Brooks a very happy
birthday.

'■:--i\\:< mxn*'
\M*J*

t,

20,20: Enjoyed the party
after we figured out what
night it was! You're a great
host. R and M.

SEE US FOR:

Quality Gear for the
Outdoors
Hiring & Camming
SM Touring CII

tfimbing & Caving
Scuba OWng

HEY BLOOD AND BARF,
SMC!! Remember to. keep
those sheets clean or stay
loyal! Stitch and Moose.

SHORTS GUYS. Talk about
a real ROPE burn. Boy did we
burn you! A.B.C.D.

231-08-47M: Tell your mom
I'll work for free. ... I just
want to be friends again 23106-0947.

VICIOUS TYPIST, Where are
you? I have to admit we had a
marvelous
time
tonight
without you; we'll have to do it
again sometime. No hard
feelings. Love, Manager

WANTED:
One prince
charming. Must be tall, dark
and handsome and be in
possession of a white horse.
Must be good kisser so to
arouse snow white, need not
have a suit of armor. Call
Sleepy, Sneezy, Bashful,
Dopey, Happy, Grumpy, or
Doc at 5129 or 4829.

LINDA:
Fragmented
thoughts of Psychoerotic
mania coupled with confusing
intimacies - you are definitely
a rush; and wow - what a
refreshing break from the
amphetamine psychosis of
everyday academics - indeed,
education is twofold. He who
likes his butter in squares.

ANYONE INTERESTED
IN
SEEING
BRUCE
SPRINGSTEEN
on
November 24th call 434-1586.

LALA- Here's your personal.
Thanks for being there and
caring. Let's keep the
friendship strong.
Love,
Martha

Old English "800"
Budweiser "King of Beers"

tattles

Pary Party Pac 12

Erlanger Classic

since IB93

Mickey Malt liquor

"Creen Barrel"

Blue Ribbon

*4.95 while (hey last!!

All ciassif fa ads mould a* brought to
Tht Braaia offlc m th. Uuminl of
Wlna-Prlca. with payment •ndoaad and
Issu. da tat spacif lad. no latar man noon
Tuasday for Friday'* lama, and no latar
man noon Friday for Tuasday't Issu*.
Ritas ara US tor MS words. 11 SO for H
SO words, B. 50 for 5) 75 wards, and ».«
tor each additional word aoova 75.

UKftKfl
Party Package Store

Busch Premium by Bud

SALE on OUTDOOR T SHIRTS

PEASANTS:
Greetings
from Purcell Park! The first
annual
J.M.U.
Peasant
Gathering was a surprising
success.
However, your
presence at this social event
does not, we repeat, does not
obligate us to acknowledge
your existence in the future.
We feel that thank you's are in
order-please address them to
Logan Hall in care of "The
Logan Elite".
Your 8x10
glossies are in the mail. The
Royalty. P.S. For those of
you who left early, Bruce
arrived around 3:00 a.m.

"Suitcase will travel"

Blur ft lbbon Premium

case 24

Bar Bodies - Longnechs (24)

Schmidts

Longnecks - Bar Bottles case 24

falstaff

Longnecks

/

■

iANP/SEA
PASSAGES
4332177

MEWihrSi

Black Label

case 24

Longnechs

Budweiser & Busch Premium
FREE ICE

case 24
case 24 save

FREE

NEC BOOM SPECIALS

Busch Premium 15 gals.
Old Milwaukee Regular & Light 15 gals.
Blue Ribbon Premium I5gals.
BlueRibbonPremium 7 gals.

$I.B9
$1.99
$3.99
$2.19
$I.B9
17.99
10.49
$5.99
$5.99
$5.99
$7.99

free Ice
Free Ice
free lee
tec Ice

K£

$26.95
$25.95
$22.95
$13.95

I
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Viewpoint

Homecoming funds

Too stingy, SGA
The Student Government Association here only has had a few
meetings this year, but already there is a problem with money.
Tuesday night the SGA granted $800 to the Student Alumni
Association, but behind that move is a risky SAA fiscal policy and
some odd logic by the SGA.
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Each year, the SAA manages the homecoming weekend events,
conducts senior seminars, and runs campus tours for interested
high school students, among other activities. In the past, the
Alumni Association has given a considerable amount of money to
the group, but was unable to provide as much this year. After
examining its budget, the SAA approched the SGA for money.
The SAA will raise about $1,100 of its projected budget of $2,500
this year. The group asked the SGA for $1,000 toward the $1,400
deficit, and received only $800. A probable debt of $600 is a risky
feature of any budget, and the SAA's solution is almost as risky.
The group hopes to make more money in ticket sales to this
year's homecoming dance, and this also was the reason the SGA
did not meet the full request. The dance will have a band instead
of records, and there will be more advertising this year since the
the dances have lost money in three previous years, and the SAA
already had accounted for the expected increase by asking for
$400 less than it needed, so the extra $200 cut was uncalled for.
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If the dance does not generate the needed funds, the SAA has
considered taking out a loan. But if it cannot fund its activities
this year, how will it get enough money to fund next year's and
pay back a loan? The group should not consider taking out a loan
under any circumstances, even if it means re-appealing to the
SGA or modifying its events.
Last year, members of the Black Student Alliance had a similar
problem—they committed themselves to programs for Black
Emphasis Month before asking the SGA for money. Unfortunately, the SAA's plans are traditional activities with set
costs. It does not have the option of changing its plans if the SGA
refuses money.
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Given the SAA's unique problem, why didn't the SGA grant the
money requested?
The SGA controls a contingency fund of $7,500 for student
groups that are not given money during the spring budgeting of
student activity fees. The SAA followed all the necessary
procedures needed to extract money from this fund, presenting
the SGA with information about itself and its budget. The group
has effectively exhausted its other fund-raising techniques, as
must any group requesting SGA money. But most importantly,
every student is affected by the SAA senior seminars and information services, and of course, homecoming is a major part of
every year's activities. This meets the contingency fund policy
that an event receiving money should benefit the general student
population.
It was noted at the SGA meeting that if most of the contingency
fund is spent now, it might run out by the end of the year, and the
reserve account would have to be used. But that is no reason to
deny a reasonable appeal; after all, the purpose of the reserve
account is to be a safeguard in the case of many valid requests.
The SAA request was extremely valid, and given the situation,
the SGA should have granted the money requested. But by some
odd logic, the group was given less money than it asked for,
forcing a shaky financial situation to be even shakier.
Is this any way to start off the SGA season?

Editorial correction
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Due to an editing mistake, an error appeared in Brian Daley's
Oct. 14 editorial, "Suspension is unreasonable." Interfraternity
Council President John Morabito was paraphrased as saying that
a fight at a Theta Chi party on Sept. 18 had been the basis for the
fraternity's open party suspension. In fact, he said that the fight
was not the reason for the suspension
Theta Chi President Lynwood Phillips did say that the fight had
been "the icing on the cake," that the fraternity had received
three verbal warnings last year.
Daley's editorial contended that "If the fight was at all a contributing factor to the decision,'' it should be reconsidered.

Anderson's plan makes sense
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reasonable,
contemporary,
and comIt seems that the major party presidential
prehensive foreign policy plan of Rep. John
candidates in this mud-slinging campaign are
Anderson. Anderson alone seems to realize our
determined to ignore substantial issues. As a
foreign policy is tied to our economic policy,
result, any search for stands on issues is difwhich is in turn tied to our energy policy.
ficult, and what can be discovered about the
Rather than arguing that we risk war in the
proposals of the so-called "major" candidates
Persian Gulf, he urges enforced conservation
is disheartening. For example, the Middle
and development of all possible energy
East policies of both Carter and Reagan ignore
sources. Simply stated, his energy policy is
the constraints of the contemporary world.
neither unreasonable nor unpalatable—let's
The basis of Carter's belligerent-sounding
take the energy syringe out of our collective
military plans seems to be the assurance of
arm.
Western access to Persian Gulf oil. Carter
Militarily, Anderson proposes the use of a
ignores the fact that his Rapid Deployment
submarine-based nuclear force, rather than
Force is not rapid, deployable, or forceful at
the more expensive MX missiles. He would
this time, as Secretary of Defense Harold
divert the MX funds to bolster our weakened
Brown claims. Is it wise to tout such a "force"
conventional forces. These are the forces
as a deterrent to intervention in our oil supwhich actually determine our national
plies? Could such a force (presuming it
strength and are most likely to be employed in
existed) really assure access to Persian Gulf
a conflict.
oil, in light of the length of existing American
Diplomatically,
Anderson
advocates
supply lines to the Gulf, the proximity of the
American neutrality in the Arab-Israeli
Soviet Union to the area and the potential of
further anti-American aggression by Middle
conflict In his mind (and in mine), this is not
an anti-Israeli stance, because the Arabs,
Eastern countries? I would suggest not.
Ronald Reagan, on the other hand, seems to
Israelis and Palestinians must reconcile their
differences among themselves, with the United
believe that money is the cure-all for our
States providing no more than a meeting
military inadequacies. He does not consider
ground. He also urges Palestinian acceptance
the dangerous consequences of using military
of United Nations Resolution 242, which afsolutions for diplomatic and economic
problems. Certainly Americans would pay a
firms Israel's right to exist. When coupled with
U.S. independence from Middle Eastern oil,
price—not only the instability of another arms
race with the Soviet Union, but also inflation—
these ideas form a true plan for peace. Anif Reagan carries out both the military buildderson thus recognizes the value of diplomatic
up and economic proposals he advocates.
initiatives to assure peace in this volatile area.
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that an
Even if one disagrees ideologically with the
increase of defense dollars will increase
Anderson program, I feel he must be comsuccess on the battlefield.
mended for devising a a definitive plan, inSo instead of miraculous disclosures of instead of just spouting rhetoric. Although Anvisible planes (ready to fly in 1990, not 1980),
derson's enforced conservation of energy
would be a hardship on Americans, it would be
irresponsible charges of an opponent's
inability to deal with a vital area out of control
wise to critically compare it to the con(read: military weakness), or equally
sequences of the politically motivated "plans"
irresponsible charges that the opponent will
of Carter and Reagan.
———————
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Readers' Forum
Station management does not listen to students
To the editor:
The decision to . drop
WMRA's "After Hours"
program and the subsequent
Lack of student response had
nothing to do with the show's
popularity. The show was
popular with the students
here; the lack of response was
simply due to the apathy the
students feel toward the
management of WMRA What
difference would student
complaints have made? The
management of WMRA had
already made up their minds;
they really didn't care what
their listeners thought. Could
it be that this is why the
decision was made over the
summer and not during the
school year.
j
The management M^./
plays what they want to hear,

not what WMRA's listeners,
whether students or people of
the Harrisonburg area, want
to hear. This attitude was
shown by the member of the
executive staff quoted in The
Breeze as saying he found
rock to be "acid sounds which
I am not interested in at all."
I guess this person believes
nobody else should be interested in rock either. This
remark shows a complete lack
of tolerance for others' tastes.

by any member of the faculty
and am frankly embarrassed
for this man or woman.
It was speculated that one of
the reasons for the poor
response to "After Hours"
was its late airing. Come on
guys, let's be reasonable. In
the Harrisonburg area the
largest audience between
11p.m. and 2a.m. is going to be
composed of students.
I don't believe the reason for
"After Hours" being dropped

prejudice should be expressed

the bickering between the

staff of WMRA and a
management who didn't like
the music but were not there
to dictate what was played.
It's a shame that this
childishness should be allowed
to affect the programming
format of, WMRA. This
demonstrates the extremely
unprofessional attitude with
which the management at
WMRA regards the station- as
their own personal fiefdom.
Colin Fairman

Editor's note:
Don
Lanham, general manager of
WMRA.
denies
that
programming is based on the
management's personal interests. The decisions are
based on listener feedback
from letters, surveys and a
community advisory . committee.
The committee
meetings are Men to the
public, and are held on the
third Thursday of every
mouth.

I>aft would not solve personnel shortage
To the editor:
In his editorial of Oct. loth,
Joseph Rowley says the all
volunteer army is not working
and the draft needs to be
reinstated. Mr. Rowley's head
is also not working — but
cutting it off and replacing it
with a new one will not make it
work. What he should do is
improve the one he has.
Yes, it is true the all
volunteer system has many
faults which Mr. Rowley
points out quite well. He states
that the Navy is short 25,000
senior enlisted men. The
reinstatement of the draft
would add hundreds of

thousands of persons to the
ranks of the Navy but not a
single one of them would be a
senior enlisted man. Draftees
are completely inexperienced
and fill only the lowest ranks.
Mr. Rowley also says the
Army is short 46,000 noncommissioned officers. Once
again, the draft would not add
a single non-commissioned
officer to the army. The Air
Force has a shortage of skilled
maintenance
technicians,
engineers and experienced
pilots. All of these positions
require special training, not
inexperienced personel the
draft would provide, and who

would remain in the Air Force
for less time than it take to
obtain the training, skills, and
experience necessary.
Yes, Mr. Rowley did a good
job of criticizing the all
volunteer army. However, he
did not offer a single reason
for the draft outside of the fact
that he "believes some form
of conscription is needed."
Well, I may believe there are
little green men on Mars, but I
have no more reason for
believing this than Mr.
Rowley has for believing the
draft should be reinstated.
DavM Siegel

Class gives local medical information
To the editor:
As a partial requirement for
our Small Group Communication class, we did a
project on birth control services at James Madison
University. The philosophy of
the JMU Health Center (as
found on pages 73-74 in the
Student Handbook) states that
the Health Center is for
"supplementary medical care
while students are away from
their family physician."
Persons who want to use the
types of birth control provided
by a physician would need to
have an on-going relationship
with their physician for
periodic check-ups, or complications that may arise.
Therefore, the Health Center
does not provide a birth
control service on the JMU
campus.
We feel it would be valuable
for students to know where to
turn when seeking advice
concerning birth control and,
or, actual medical care. The
following
services
are
available:
JMU Counseling Center 4336552
Available for advice concerning birth control, abortion
or name of local physician.
Information Referral Service
434-5541
Physician and counseling
referral.

Listening Ear 434-2538 or 4338444
Health Department 434-1771.
Physician available with
appointment.
Local Gynecologists:
Richard C. Bump 434-3831
Daniel G. Witmer 434-3831
Walter M. Zirkle 434-3831
Family Practices:
J.T. '
Hearn
289-9551
Rufus
C.
Huffman
(Bridgewater) 828-2634

Mark A.
Paul T.

Kniss
Yoder

434-3621
434-1650

We hope this information
will be of great value to
students at James Madison
University.
David Anderson
Stacy Konopic
Terri Lawrence
Karen
Lee
Deran Michael
Elaine Pappas
Marilyn Post

Commuter student notice
To the editor:
The process of updating
addresses and phone numbers
for commuting students here
at James Madison University
has fallen into a shambles.
Any commuter who has
recently tried to submit his or
her address or phone number
into the university system has
been misinformed, and led on
a merry chase of passing the
buck.
The Office of Residence
Halls and Commuting Student
Services, and the Office of
bludent Activities, while not
responsible for creating the
vehicle to the solution, have
agreed to provide a temporary solution to the
problem. For those who
missed the Sept. 15 deadline, a
printed form will be available
at the Warren University

Union information desk. If the
student will fill this form out
and return it to the desk, the
information will be forwarded
to the appropriate office.
While the information will not
be printed in the phone book, it
will be given to the campus
operators.
For those commuters who
were able to meet the Sept. 15
deadline for the University
phone book, Mrs. Elizabeth
Knight
from
University
Relations has informed the
Commuter Student Committee that the phone books
will be here on or before Nov.
10. Mrs. Knight said that she
expects the phone books
possibly by the end of October.
Jeff French
Chairman,
Commuter
Student Committee

Economic chain-ges
By DAVID LETSON
It is a difficult task these days to find a newspaper that does not
carry some story on the sad state of our economy. The nation is
plagued by stagflation, a state of both high inflation and high
unemployment This condition is hardly new. Stagflation has
been around since the Vietnam War, but so far, the only solution
that has been offered for either inflation or unemployment has
been inflation or unemployment.
~~
The general economic policy of recent administrations has been
to let inflation go unchecked for a while. Then, when we complain,
they slap a little recession into our lives. When we start complaining about recession and unemployment, they take us back to
good old inflation again While recessions do reduce the inflation
rate some, inflation is never eliminated and keeps on building. It
is tragic to watch this accelerating economic decay while nothing
is being done.
I, for one, am tired of bearing campaign speeches like: "We
face perhaps the gravest problems in our history, but we have had
others before. Together, America, I know we can do it. America
the beautiful, long may it wave."
Note that speeches like this one only say "I know we can do it
together," and are always followed by "vote for me." Never is
said bow we will overcome these problems.
I, however have discovered by reading our country's history
that our economic problems could be solved by a single act- the
reinstitution of slavery.
It is true that slavery was often criticized during its existence,
and that was a primary cause of the most devastating war that
America has taken part in, but it is also true that former VicePresident John C. Calhoun once called it "a good- a positive
good."
With the reinstitution of slavery, all of the unemployed could be
put back to work immediately. Also, productivity would shoot
way up, thus increasing government tax revenues to the point
where there would be no more government deficit spending, a
primary cause of inflation.
Of course, as with all the economic proposals put before our
government, there will be those who are skeptical of this plan.
These people will call it inhumane, uncivilized, and pagan. What
these skeptics fail to realize is that for years now, Capitol Hill has
been talking about bringing back slavery in the form of the draft.
The new system could even be run like the draft, with names of
the unemployed being drawn from a hat. This way there would be
no discrimination on the basis of race, sex, creed or nationality,
(t sounds fair enough to me. After all, I am in college so they
won't take me.
So as you can see, this proposal could work. As I have observed,
it would eliminate unemployment and cripple inflation.
I am not so stubbornly bent on this plan that I would reject any
iff en submitted by wiser men. But until I hear of a plan that is as
fair and as workable as my own, I will be listening.
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Location, specials attract
students to nearby market
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By RUTH SHARPE
Some 90 percent of the
weekend beer sales at Midway
Market can be attributed to
James Madison University
students.
According .to owner Wayne
Baugher, Midway, which is
located on Wansan Avenue, is
a popular spot for students to
buy beer for weekend parties.
Located only a block from
the South AWn Street CTJ
trance to JMU, many students
find a walk to Midway
provides a convenient beer
supply.
According to Baugher,
Midway's proximity and
inexpensive beer prices are

Midway has undergone
other renovations. Originally,
the building housed a
cafeteria for an adjacent shoe
factory. Midway still has the
same wooden floors and rustic
appearance
which
are
' evidence ■ of» Baugher's attempt to maintain »a low
overhead.
The new cooler enables
Baugher to handle up to 100
half kegs a day, and in an
average week he sells 150 half
kegs.
Half-kegs are 15V4
gallons of beer and weigh 175
pounds, but quarter kegs also
are sold at Midway. The halfkegs range in price from
$24.95 for Tuborg Gold to
$39.95 for Michelob. There is a
"54qtai deposit, $50 for the

also include keeping the
freezer stocked on busy
weekends.
"I enjoy working here
because
most
of
the
customers are from JMU,"
Conyers said. "It gives me a
good chance to talk to some of
the JMU students and find out
where the parties are."
MIDWAY MARKET. ■
block away from campus,
provides a convenient beer
supply for students. Below:
Wayne Baugher,
owner,
makes a sale to Robert
Halford, a student here.

it gives me a chance to find out
where the parties are'
BAUGHEROFFERS
weekly specials on beer to
attract students and increase
sales and since he bought the
store, a year ago, sales have
increased five-fold. He attributes this increase partly to
the expansion of merchandise
and the addition of new items
such as magazines and mugs.
Beer sales at Midway increased to the point that
Baugher converted the game
room into a walk-in cooler for
kegs, which more than
doubled his cold storage
space.

tap, $10 for the keg and $15 for
the tub. Ice is not included.
BAUGHER SAD) he has
never had a bad deposit "All
of the fraternities buy kegs
here and the students are
generally responsible with the
equipment," he added.
Baugher employs two JMU
students, Greig Branic and R.
J. Conyers, who must be able
to carry the 175 pound kegs
and have a friendly attitude
toward customers. Their jobs
Hah hy Chart*. A. Put*

Traditional stone costly;
skilled masons scarce
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BLUESTONE DORMS such as Converse Hall will no longer be constructed because of
high cost* and the scarcity of (tone masons.

By SHELLY JAMES
Once a traditional building
custom at James Madison
University, bluestone
buildings will no longer be
constructed, primarily
because they lack economic
feasibility.
New structures on the JMU
campus are composed of
brick, due to the cost of
bluestone and the scarcity of
masons. The decision to
switch building materials was
marked by the completion of
Gibbons Dining Hall in 1964.
Bluestone, officially called
blue limestone, costs about $50
per cubic yard, whereas the
same amount of bricks cost
about five dollars, according
to James Auckland, acting
buildings
and
grounds
superintendent.
Bluestone was chosen for
the original buildings because
it could be quarried on the
JMU campus, and according
to Fred Hilton, assistant to the
vice president of university
relations, brick is now used
because it costs less than its
alternatives.
STONE MASONS charge
about five times more than
brick layers, Auckland noted.
Comparing the building
costs of an average dormitory
the size of Wayland Hall
depicts the savings involved in
the
change.
Auckland

calculated a net difference of
$250,000 "just for the shell."
The
first
bluestone
buildings, Maury and Jackson
Halls, were built in 1909 for
138,696.
Future buildings not constructed of brick will be made
of stone panels, such as those
on the new education building.
Hilton said this will allow new
structures on the upper
campus to 'blend in with the
older buildings."
Stone masons who build
with bluestone are difficult to
find, Hilton said, adding, "It is
an old craft that is almost
dead."
A regular mason cannot be
employed to lay the stone
because of the specialized
work required with bluestone.
FIRST, EACH stone is
handcut by the mason, and the
huge block is laid in place. A
wedge is used to hold the stone
upright while the mortar is
applied. After the mortar has
hardened, the wedges are
removed. The holes left by the
wedges are filled with mortar,
and an edge is put around all
the stones.
According to Auckland,
such a complicated procedure
is not required of brick
masons.
Laying
brick
requires less skill than laying
stone, he added.

